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LessonLesson
ObjectivesObjectives

0101

0202

0303

Today we will explore what
values are and why they are
important to have in our lives. 

We will explore the difference
between physical traits and
character traits.

The children will be able to
demonstrate their
understanding of values through
a practical, real-world task. 



CharacterCharacter
TraitTrait

A person's personality or qualities that make
them different from other people are

described by the word "character trait."

A person's personality isn't the same as their
outward appearance. Unlike physical traits,

which can be observed just through one's
appearance, character traits can be observed

alone through one's behavior.
Kindness and generosity are examples of

character traits.

Aaron is well-liked for his kindness and
generosity.



Discussion: Would You Do The Same?Discussion: Would You Do The Same?

Take a look at the examples given below. Have you ever done something similar? If so, please
tell us what happened. Would you do the same if you had never done such a thing before?



How to Develop Good Character TraitsHow to Develop Good Character Traits

0101

Treat people the way you would
like to be treated!

0202

Find heroes whom you aspire to
be like. Make sure they are good

people!

0303

Always be yourself!



Good Character Traits and valuesGood Character Traits and values

GenerosityGenerosity

KindnessKindness

HonestyHonesty

HelpfulnessHelpfulness

StudiousStudious

RespectfulRespectful

CompassionCompassion

ResponsiblityResponsiblity



GenerosityGenerosity KindnessKindness

Draw what you think kindness
might look like.



HonestyHonesty HelpfulnessHelpfulness

Draw what you think honesty
might look like.

Draw what you think
helpfulness might look like.



Hard workingHard working RespectfulRespectful

Draw what you think
respectfulness might look like.

Draw what you think Hard
work might look like.



caringcaring ResponsibleResponsible

Draw what you think care
might look like.

Draw what you think being
responsible might look like.



HOW TO DEVELOP STRONG VALUESHOW TO DEVELOP STRONG VALUES
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Generosity

KeywordsKeywords
Character

Trait

Personality

Value

Friend

DrawDraw
Use a piece of A4 paper
and draw 8 circles just

like this. We are going to
design a poster on good

friendship!



What should the man have done when he saw

the girl running for the elevator?

When he saw the balloon floating away what

should he have done?

When the shopping trolley rolled down the

road what should he have done?

When the lady was looking for volunteers

what should he have done?

What happened with the old lady?

How did he feel when he changed the way he

behaved?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Watch and LearnWatch and Learn ComprehensionComprehension
Watch the video about a grumpy man and

an old lady and answer the following
questions with the people around you!

What lesson did he learn?



Task: What Can You Do?Task: What Can You Do?

There are a lot of ways to develop and use your good character traits. Now, list down all the
character traits that you possess and how you exhibit them in your community, environment,

family, and friends.

sharing your space caring for the
Environment

helping Family sharing with Friends



It's Quiz tine!It's Quiz tine!

Find a friend and write the numbers 1 to 20 in your book and get ready to talk about the
images you are about to see!! Can you match the value/trait with the image?



1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14

15 16 17 18 19 720

care for others

lending a handbeing honest sharing working  hard assisting the elderly kindness

working 
togehter

caring for 
the sick

 

Including 
others

showing 
affection

animal 
care

Playing with
younger children

Helping around
 the house

teamwork

doing chores

empathy

environmental
 care

saying hello

sharing food



1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14

15 16 17 18 19 720

care for others lending a hand beign honest sharing working  hard assisting the elderly kindness

working 
togehter

caring for 
the sick

 

Including 
others

showing 
affection

animal 
care

Playing with
younger children

Helping around
 the house

teamwork Doing chores empathy environmental care saying hello
Sharing food



WHAT CAN YOU DOWHAT CAN YOU DO
NEXT?NEXT?
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Be the kind ofBe the kind of
person you wouldperson you would
love to have as alove to have as a

friendfriendSend a CardSend a Card
Make a card for
somebody you

appreciate. Write the
card from your heart

and give it to them.



Thank youThank you


